FAU poll in Florida shows Hillary Clinton at 46
percent, Donald Trump at 43 percent
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Hillary Clinton continues to lead Donald Trump in Florida 46 percent
to 43 percent, according to a new poll conducted by the Florida
Atlantic University Business and Economics Polling Initiative and
released on Wednesday. However, momentum is moving with Trump.

A similar survey conducted just two weeks ago had Clinton up by six
points.
The survey of 500 likely Florida voters was conducted from Oct. 2123.
As expected, Trump has a 17-point lead among white voters, 53 to 36
percent. Clinton has a 49-point lead among African-Americans, 73 to
24 percent, and leads with Hispanics, 68 to 19 percent. Clinton is
winning with independents 50 to 34 percent.
Trump enjoys strong support in northern Florida, where he leads
Clinton 56 to 32 percent, as well as in the central part of the state,
which is breaking 49 to 38 percent in his favor. Clinton is winning
overwhelmingly in South Florida, 68 to 26 percent.
In a sign of the Clinton campaign’s organizational strength, she leads
among the 26 percent of respondents who said they already voted,
54 percent to 41 percent for Trump. Clinton also leads 49 to 40
percent among women voters. Trump leads among those who plan to
vote on Election Day, however, 50 to 36 percent.
Kevin Wagner, Ph.D., associate professor of political science at FAU
and a research fellow of the Initiative, said it increasingly looks like
this election will turn on which candidate is better able to get their
supporters to the polls. “Secretary Clinton is building a substantial

lead among the early voters in our sample,” he said. “That could
create a difficult lead to overcome for Mr. Trump on Election Day.”
The poll also shows Marco Rubio leading over Patrick Murphy in the
U.S. Senate race, 46 percent to 42 percent.
The poll also shows strong support for Amendment 2, the initiative to
legalize medical marijuana in Florida, with 67 percent saying they will
vote in favor of the measure. The amendment must get 60 percent
support from the public on Nov. 8 to become law.
The poll was conducted in both English and Spanish, and data was
collected via Interactive Voice Response. The poll was conducted
Oct. 21-23 and carries a 4.3 percent margin of error and a 95 percent
confidence level.
A Bloomberg Politics poll released earlier Wednesday showed
Trump leading Clinton, 45 percent to 43 percent.
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Donald Trump must win the OVAL OFFICE to reveal the collusion
between the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Justice
Department, and the State Department. Trump said he will
prosecute each member involved with the Clinton corruption to
the full extent of the law. New Wikileaks clearly shows huge
donations from elected officials and personal to the Clinton
Campaign.
VOTER FRAUD; SEE SOMETHING! SAY SOMETHING! Certain
Electronic Voting machines are compromised, stealthily owned by
Billionaire George Soros. This billionaire, sympathetic towards
Nazi’s in WW2, wants to collapse the American freedoms and

economy. READ! Don’t let any irregularity go unchallenged?
Voter theft is trying is starting to appear in magnitude in Tarrant,
Collins and other Texas counties. It is your right as an American
Citizen to contact local police, State Election Commission and
FBI. It is a felony to vote if you’re not a birthright citizen or a
Naturalized Citizen. It is a serious crime and punishable by law.
Here is a listing of every state FBI Field Office:
https://www.fbi.gov/contact-us/field-offices.
The National media are biased against Donald Trump, as most are
owned by huge consortiums that enjoy the Globalist paradise of
taking your money. Your might check out my Twitter account of
5000 Trump advocates, which illustrates the criminal activities of
Washington DC at TRUMPJOBMAKER2017
US CITIZENS SHOULD NOT TRUST THE NATIONWIDE POLLS,
AS THEY ARE EASILY ENGINEERED BY THE PREJUDICED
MEDIA? THEIR IDEOLOGY IS TO ADD DESPONDENCY TO
TRUMP VOTERS SO THEY DON’T BOTHER TO VOTE. BOTH
POLITICAL GLOBALIST IN THE PARTIES WIN, IF TRUMP GOES
DOWN.

